JEROME COUNTY PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION MINUTES

ocToBER 24,2022
THE JACK NELSEN CONFERENCE ROOM, JEROME COUNTY COURT HOUSE
CATT TO ORDER

Chairman:

Brett Thompson

Present:

Janet Bolich, Oscar Carranza, Becky Dean, and Trish Heath

Absent:

Arlen Morgan

Staff Attendees:

Nancy Marshall, Administrator; Kacie Buhler, Assistant Administrator; Denice
Carrillo, Sharde' McMillan, Ryan Christensen, and Katrina Wilcox

BUSINESS MEETING

Chairman Brett Thompson called the meeting to order.
The Commission reviewed and approved the minutes from the last two hearings.

M/S/C Trish Heath made a motion to approve the October L7,2022, and September 26,2022,
Minutes as written. Oscar Carranza seconded the motion, Motion carried unanimously.
Ms. Marshall is scheduled to meet with the Board of County Commissioners on October 3lstwith the

new developers of Devil's Corral to discuss the progress on the Recreation Zone. Ms. Marshall will be
presenting the proposed map for the Recreation Zone.
Ms. Marshall noted that Staff would be meeting for a work session with the Board on November 7,
2022, at 11:30 a.m. The Board will have their first review of the Bi-Annual Text Amendments at this
time and will decide to continue working on the amendments or prepare for hearing.
M/S/C Chairman Brett Thompson moved to amend the Agenda, moving Old Business to follow the
Business meeting. Oscar Carranza seconded the motion. Motion carried unanimously,
OLD BUSINESS

Ms. Marshall spoke on the Comprehensive Plan update noting there is new Census Data to add. She
discussed one catch-all directive that has been used regularly but suggested looking for a directive that
allows changes to keep the Zoning Ordinance current and up to date. She noted the changes to the
Legislative Action List.
6:15 SUMMIT CREEK DEVELOPMENT LLC ZONING MAP AMENDMENT FROM A1 TO CC
Chairman Thompson called the hearing

to order. The Applicant and Staff were sworn in by

Kacie

Buhler.
Jack Matthews, representing Summit Creek Development, stated they are requesting a rezone from

Agriculture (A1) to Commercial Corridor (CC). He said the property is slated for commercial zoning on
the Future Land Use Map. He said the surrounding properties support their request. He said they plan
on developing the property for commercial use.
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Ms. Marshall introduced the Staff Report and gave the procedural history. She said the property

is

currently owned by Scott Jackson and is in active agricultural use. Satellite imagery indicates that crops
have been maintained on the property as far back as 1985. This property was slated for "Commercial
Overlay" in the 1990's and was identified as such on the previous and the current Future Land Use
Maps. She said the notes on the Staff Report are very similar to a previous report for the adjacent
property that was rezoned last year.
Chairman Thompson asked if there was anyone in the audience in support or opposition. There was
no one. There were no further comments from the Applicant.

prscussroN & pEcrsroN
Chairman Thompson agreed that the application is consistent with surrounding uses and surrounding
zoning. Oscar Carranza commented that it is in line with surrounding uses and Commercial Corridor is

appropriate for the property. Becky Dean said that it is what the County has intended for this property.
Trish Heath said it is in the public's best interest as it supports economic growth and the uses that are

allowed in the zone are supported by the Comprehensive Plan. Janet Bolich agreed that
commercial area and needs to be developed.

it is a

M/S/C Trish Heath made a motion to recommend to the Board of County Commissioners to approve
the proposed Zoning Map Amendment to rezone the property duly advertised for this hearing from
A1, Agriculture, to CC, Commercial Corridor. The application is supported and is accordance with the

Comprehensive Plan. Becky Dean seconded the motion. Motion carried unanimously.
Recess:5:24

Reconvene:5:30
6:30 TES AND JENNIFER COOK; SPECIAL USE PERMIT FOR MANUFACTURING, BUILDING MATERIALS
Tesfahun, "Tes" and Jennifer Cook and members in the audience were sworn in by Kacie Buhler
Tes and Jennifer Cook introduced themselves and stated they are applying for a Special Use Permit
(SUP) to build sheds, livestock shelters, and greenhouses. The name oftheir business would be Cottage

Works. The hours of operation will be Monday through Friday, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Most of the
business will be online with no customers on site. They intend to have a three foot by three foot sign
to help identify the entrance. They anticipate trucks delivering lumber every other month to start.
The Commissioners asked the Applicants questions about the location of the well, number of sheds on

site, and the average size of the units. Ms. Dean voiced her concerns on materials and equipment being
kept inside the shop. Brett Thompson advised the Applicants that any decision the Commission makes
does not supersede any CC&R'S that the Applicants may be subject to.
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Ms. Marshall presented the Staff Report. She said the Commission has waived the requirement to keep

all materials indoors on previous applications as the charts and requirements need updated. She
referred to the comment letters that were received, three in opposition and one in support. Mr.
carranza asked Ms. Marshall to explain tying the permit to the Applicants versus the property.
chairman Thompson asked for anyone in support of the application to come testify
Dale York spoke in support of the application.

Chairman Thompson asked for those in opposition to come speak.

Mike Mays and Monica Rogers spoke in opposition to the application. They were concerned with
traffic, noise, and allowing display units.
Ms. Marshall clarified to the Commission that they are not getting a Zoning Compliance for a Home
occupation, and Home occupations do not need a hearing. The Applicants are applying for an SUp.
The Commission asked the Cooks if they understand and agree to the Special Use permit Conditions.
Mr. and Mrs. Cook discussed and asked question about the Conditions.

DtscusstoN & DEctstoN
The Commissioners discussed the application. They discussed traffic and restrictions on how many
structures can be placed on the property. They agreed to add additionalconditions.
M/S/C Trish Heath made a motion to approve a Special Use Permit for a Special Use permit for a
business that will build sheds, livestock shelters, and greenhouses on the property duly advertised

for this hearing. ltems used in making this decision were Exhibits A1-13 through pC1-4

as well as
testimony and discussions of the General Standards. oscar Carranza seconded the motion. Motion
carried unanimously.

M/S/C Trish Heath motioned for the Written Decisions and the Recommendation Page to be emailed
to the Commissioners and upon approval, give final authority to Chairman Brett Thompson to sign.
Becky Dean seconded the motion. Motion carried unanimously.
Recess:7:24

Reconvene:7:37
6:45 JARED BAKE MOONTIGHT MOUNTAIN RECOVERY SPECIAL USE PERMIT FOR AN ALCOHOL AND
DRUG REHABILITATION FACILITY.
Chairman Brett Thompson asked if any of the Commissioners had a conflict of interest for this hearing.
Commissioner Oscar Carranza recused himself due to the location of his property. Chairman Thompson
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gave direction on how the hearing would be held to the audience. Kacie Buhler swore in the Applicant

and those who wished to testify.
Jared Bake, Executive Director of Moonlight Mountain Recovery, presented the application for a Special

Use Permit (SUP), for an Alcohol and Drug Rehabilitation Facility. Mr. Bake stated that the need for
rehabilitation centers in the state of ldaho is high due to an increase in drug abuse. Just in the first six
months of this year, there were 118 people who requested help in the Jerome and Twin Falls area from

their facility. They had to be relocated to other cities and could not get help locally.
Mr. Bake discussed the General Standards applicable to the Special Use Permit and explained how it
supports the Application. He answered on "a" that yes, they absolutely do qualify and is why they
applied for the Special Use Permit. On "b", the proposed use doesn't change the structure at all, there
are no changes to the exterior. He said they are returning this historical building to one of its original
uses. For "c", neighboring uses will not change in the slightest, neighbors can use their propertyjust as
they could prior to the facility. He said no hazard is produced. He said diagnosable drug and alcohol
addictions or substance abuse disorder, called SUDS, are considered disabilities per the DSM 5 TR,
under section 5.04 of the Rehabilitation Act, under the Americans with Disabilities Act, and under 1557
of the Affordable Health Care Act. He continued to "d" and said they are adequately served by public
facilities. Mr. Bake read "e" and said there is no need to expand services, they are already adequately
served. He said these are the same neighbors that are already in the area, they are just coming to the
facility for help and counseling services. He read letter "f" stating substance abuse counseling does not
produce any activities or processes that would be detrimental on the person or property but instead
removes a lot of these issues. He said if left unchecked, these people don't have testing or any help. He
said there would be approximately 6-

1.2

cars daily on the property and said traffic would be a drop in

the bucket in that area. He read "g" and said the previous use was a school and there is plenty of room
to turn around. He said the Highway District agreed there would be no impact on traffic. On "h" he said
there is no change that would affect the property and only improvements have been made on the

property. He said they have already corrected several permit issues from the previous owner. For "i",
he said they have three shares of surface water and will continue to use them for irrigation purposes.

to help 24 of our neighbors if this is approved and that is not enough. He
said they would be able to service about 72 in a six-month period. Mr. Bake read statements from
people who have reached out to Moonlight Recovery seeking to join the program. He said things have
been brought to his attention that he didn't realize were there. He said they did not have open
communication with the County and that is going to change. He said previous thefts have been a
He said they would be able

concern and those people have been removed from the facility. He said they have extremely strict rules

and if clients do not follow them, they are kicked out of the program. He said the counselors at the
facility are three of the best counselors in the state.

to residents. Mr. Bake stated with 24 clients, they
discussed the camera system that is installed within the

Becky Dean asked if they have a ratio of counselors

would have up to three counselors. Mr. Bake
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facility. He discussed the process for clients to check in and out of the facility. He discussed house rules
and consequences if rules are broken. Trish Heath asked if the facility was a closed campus. Mr. Bake
said they are supposed to check out if they leave but said they are not required to stay on site. He said

clients can enroll in the program during the day to attend counseling sessions, up to six hours a day,
and then return to their own home. She asked the minimum number of staff members on shift. Mr.
Bake stated that there is a minimum of one staff member on site, 24 hours a day. He said there is no

governmental agency requirement to have a minimum number of staff members on shift. Mr. Bake
stated some clients are receiving treatment by court order, some by probation, but the vast majority
are there of their own volition. He stated they have no authority to keep any clients on premise, but
they will contact the claent's probation officer if leaving is a violation of the client's probation. He stated

if they are not making progress they will be removed from the program. Ms. Bolich asked Mr. Bake to
clarify the number of people including staff and clients on the property at one time. Mr. Thompson
asked if there were 30 beds as reported by the Fire Marshal. Mr. Bake stated there were 25 beds. Mr.

Thompson asked where the current clients were previously located. Mr. Thompson asked about the

letter from the Health Department. Mr. Bake stated the records they could find showed a 5400-gallon
septic tank, whereas 1000 gallons is typical. Mr. Thompson clarified that the permit that was provided
showed it was for a four-bedroom home. Trish Heath asked how many bedrooms there are. He stated

there are 8-10 bedrooms and they could accommodale 24 clients. Mr. Bake discussed the
discrimination laws that protect his clients. Mr. Bake addressed the Fire Marshal's concerns. He stated
all conditions listed by the Fire Marshal have been corrected except for the last three. He explained the

last three conditions are expensive and they are waiting on the SUP results before completing those

conditions. Ms. Dean stated she would like further clarification regarding being a closed campus versus
the clients being able to come and go as they please. Mr. Bake stated that their program states they
must check out or there are consequences, however, it is not a lockdown facility. Mr. Thompson asked

how the facility got to this position regarding the hearing. Mr. Bake explained his position with the
company and his intent on moving forward.

Nancy Marshall presented the Staff Report, and the Addendum addressing the supplemental
information received from the Applicant. Ms. Marshall stated that the Health Department did not
provide comment. Ms. Marshall addressed the Staff Report, background, staff comments, and how the
General Standards are applicable to allSpecial Uses.

Chairman Thompson explained that the Commission would hear testimony from the two
representatives in opposition first and then each person on the sign-in sheet that marked that they
would like to testify in the order that they are signed in. Ms. Marshall clarified that the 15 minutes
would be shared between the two representatives.
Kristi Dewitt introduced herself and said she had been sworn in. She stated that she will start with the
General Standards. She said the Applicant's answers are all false. lt will change the existing and

intended character of the general vicinity as it is currently agriculture and family residences. She listed
several examptes of residents breaking the law and said this most definitely disturbs the present
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neighboring uses. She stated it has increased public costs by stressing the Sheriff's Department. Ms.
Dewitt discussed approaches and turnarounds as not being adequate stating residents are picked up
and dropped off in the middle of the road. She said the business lists honesty as one of their house
rules but stated they have not been honest themselves. She asked about monitoring clients off site.
She asked how does kicking out clients that break the rules help with the 72 that will be rotating

through. She insinuated that the client to counselor ratio

is

too low. She stated the JCZO definition says

that co-ed facilities will require separate structures for drug and alcohol rehab facilities in the A2 and
Commercial General Zones. She projected that people would use the program because they are
homeless, and Medicaid will foot the bill. She said the property is a mess. She spoke about family
members who have had drug addictions and stated she believes in rehab but this type of open facility
with no accountability does not work. She stated if the permit is approved, she hopes the permit goes
to the business only and not with the land.
Monica Rogers introduced herself and said she had been sworn in. She said she researched how drug
and alcohol centers affect Jerome County Code and referenced codes 1.10.1, Zoning Map, stating this

42, Rural Residential and Agricultural;6.4 Living Quarters, this is a commercial, for-profit business;
6--1, J, 2, Home Occupation, stating no more than one non-related employee; and said she would
address 7-3.01, b, c, e, and f individually. She stated the company snuck in at night, knowing they
needed the SUP in Jerome County but didn't get one. She said the purpose of her study was to analyze
property values of properties in close proximity to the facility. She said the facility will bring about a
loss in utilities, decrease in property values, increase in traffic, increase in crime rate, and overall
decline in neighborhood quality. She gave statistics from her study of other facilities' impacts on
is

communities and asked to give the study to the Commissioners. The Commissioners did not accept the
document. She continued to read statistics. She said the consequence of having a 24-bed facility in
residential areas is most of them leave before completing treatment. She read all charges that had
been filed on the facility's residents in Jerome County since the facility had been opened.

Mr. Thompson asked the representatives questions on the timeframe incidents have occurred, the
concern outside of the quarter-mile buffer. He asked Staff about the separate facility for co-ed part of
the definition. Ms. Marshall answered that one of the corrections [the County] has been making to the
Ordinance is defining items and not putting standards into the definitions. She said this definition is
back from the 1980's and confirmed it has not yet been changed. Mr. Thompson asked if it was still a
requirement. Ms. Marshall clarified that it doesn't require it, it is defined as that and said that is why
standards should not be part of the definitions.
Kim Carranza stated she is totally in opposition to this application. She stated she is not willing

to risk

which client is going to go out at night and burglarize. She asked the Commission to decline lthe
Applicationl.
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Marilyn Cruson said she is opposed to this business being in this area and asked that the Commission
deny all use in this location.
Gene Cruson stated he moved away from a high crime area. He said they suffered a theft sometime

between October 5th through the 11th that has been reported to the County Sheriff.
Grady Peters stated he thinks there are legal reasons the Commission can deny this application. He
stated 7-3.01, b statute; it doesn't conform to the uses of the community. Other concerns he had
included decreased property values in rural areas, an honesty issue with the company, and insisted
statutes be used to protect the community.
Chairman Thompson informed the audience that there is a reason the Commission cannot accept late

documents. Ms. Marshall explained there is a cutoff date because the County must give the public the
ability to see all documents in advance and if late documents were accepted, the meeting would have
to be adjourned to give everyone an opportunity to review it.
Esther Peters stated she lives right across the street and was concerned about costs on the County.

the burden this one facility causes on the county tax bill and lowers available services.
She stated the facility needs to do what is right and follow the same rules as everyone else.
She discussed

Colin Maxey gave history of the property. He said the septic system is not sufficient. He stated he's

watched the people there coming in and out. He said it has been better since they dropped to eight
residents. He is concerned about a lack of staff on site, and they should have to be a closed campus.
Arlen Johnson stated he lives about one-half of a mile away and noticed several slow-moving vehicles

stop at his house. He spoke of an incident where a guy came up to his house. Mr. Thompson asked if
he was certain the individual was associated with the facility. He was not but noticed less cars driving

by since the number was dropped to eight.

Wilson Gray stated they bought their house in the 80's and are familiar with the area and the facility.

the check-in, check-out process for the residents. He said this facility needs
enough income to cover the mortgage, but he objects to anything above what they currently have.
He was concerned about

Byron Burnham said he liked the presentation, and he is not against rehab. He hopes the Commission
has some teeth they can put in the standards. He is against the Application and would like to see the

numbers on where the residents are coming from.
Clint Carlin said he greeted the people at the facility. He said they were very forthcoming. He said if it
wasn't for his parents, he may have been one of the clients. He read a passage from the bible and
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spoke of grace. He gave examples of people not associated with the facility breaking the law and
suggested speaking to the residents instead of making assumptions and innuendos.
Patsy Bland stated she is opposed. She said 7-3.01, c, states the use will produce no hazard. She said
residents walk and ride bikes on Golf Course Road and with no bike paths, this presents a hazard to
cars/ the pedestrians, and bike riders. She said there is a need but not on 400 South.

Mark Dewitt stated he lived in Sunnyside Subdivision for 15 years and Sun Meadows for 13 years. He
said they have never had any issues of people walking through their subdivisions causing residents to
feel intimidated like they do now. He has noticed a decrease since the numbers were reduced.
Buck Bland stated he has seen a large number of people throughout the neighborhoods and an
increase in crime. He is opposed to the application.
Kristina Hise stated she hasn't moved in yet but said she sees people out of the facility at all hours. She
was a nurse for a facility in a different state. She said it is not uncommon for facilities to lie about the

number of residents or put clients in rooms not intended to be bedrooms. Ms. Hise used threatening
language in her testimony and was cautioned by Chairman Thompson that this is a recorded hearing
and could be used against her in a court of law.

ioe Glassett stated Moonlight Mountain opened a business described by IDAPA as a hospital in an A2
Zone violating the JCZO. He stated according to the JCZO, this is a misdemeanor, but they have not
been charged, sited, or shut down. Moonlight claims to have the American Disabitity Act immunity to
local zoning laws. ADA does have provisions to protect disabled people, however, the ADA specifically
excludes substance use disorders. He stated ADA provision protections are exclusive.
Brenda Weekes stated she strongly objects to approving the Special Use Permit. She said based on the

Rural Residential Zone, it provides housing for those wanting to live a country life away from the city.
She stated this facility has brought city living to her backyard with the threat of crime. She referred to

7-3.01, part "b.", and said they have already lost that from this facility. She said they had four
individuals case-out all of their properties on a private road.
Eduardo Maciel said the application states one of their objectives is to preserve and promote safety,
but they allow the clients to leave for four hours. He said many clients do not have cars and this means

they will be walking, and it's already been discussed that this is unsafe. He asked the Commission to
ask the Applicant what kind of background checks are performed. He stated he has three small children
and worries about child predators.
Tanner Johns stated this company started in 2018 in Bannock County with a permit for 12 residents

under Wade Morton. He said there is really no neighbors to [that] facility. He called Canyon County
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and asked if they had a permit for that facility. They said they couldn't find one and then was told she
couldn't discuss it as it may be in litigation. The owners are Wade and Dustin Morton, and they knew
they needed a permit in Jerome County but did not get one. He adamantly opposed the application.
Gerald Martens stated he is an owner of several parcels in the County. He said they have worked hard
to make nice residential neighborhoods. He said the people in these subdivisions are his clients. He
said he thinks this may be a good operation but is in the wrong location. He said it is going to influence
property values. He opposed the application.
Gary Gray stated he and his wife, Kim Gray, oppose the application. He said this company is asking

for

forgiveness as they did not get permission first. He stated the company is applying for a SUp instead of
a rezone because it is easier. He said it boils down to public safety, property values, and quality of life.
He said there is a need for these facilities but not in a rural area. He said the statement of bringing back
a school

type feeling is ridiculous.

Beatrice Maciel stated she was going to jump on that point with the school. She said her children start
school at 8 a.m., they are checked out at 3 p.m., and it is only Monday through Friday. she said she has

three children and safety is a big concern of hers. She said the thing about cameras is you can only
watch what is happening, it doesn't give you protection. She asked about staff being sufficient if
something happens. She said the application states they can leave for up to four hours, but she just
heard it's an open facility. There will be a minimum of 72 people per year rotating through the facility.
She opposed the application.
Rocky Scarrow stated he's lived his whole life in Jerome. He stated he had to mail a notice to everyone

in the neighborhood to have his dad's property split. He said not one of them knew this facility was
coming. Mr. Scarrow stated he saw three people walking down the road and they had taken his antlers
and had other items in a bag "from an abandoned house". lt was his [dad's] house. He went home and
called the police. He said if the company is crooked enough to go under the radar, they are going to be

from now on. He opposed the application.
Brittany Bowden stated her house backs up to Golf Course Road and has three beautiful daughters.
She asked about the background check of the residents as well as the education level of the staff
members. She stated many companies are short-staffed, how is this facility fully staffed. She asked
about medicalemergency plans and insurance coverage. What type of licensing is required; is it similar
to a hospital or care facility. She is opposed for the safety of her children.
Dale Layne stated he is within a quarter of a mile of the facility and is in opposition to the application.

He stated he realizes this is not a zoning change, but a Special Use Permit is a zoning change for

a

specific area. He said he is concerned for the safety. He asked the Commission to look at how this
facility will look in five to ten years. He's concerned about Golf Course Road and how long the residents
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can leave. He said the application stated they wouldn't expect more than eight cars with 24 residents,
but he said with eight residents, he counted seven cars today.

Gary Mulalley stated he's not completely opposed to the idea but suggested maybe in a different
location. He stated there are many abandoned buildings in Jerome. He gave his personal experience
of living in a fraternity house and asked questions on the adequacy of the house and if it could support
24 people.
Jason Reading stated he is a pharmacist and discussed the need of treatment in this area. He said there
are other options in this area. He said they are trying to put two types of facilities together, outpatient

and residential. He said a Special Use Permit should benefit the citizens of Jerome County. He said he
would oppose based on that there are other options for individual's that need treatment. Chairman
Thompson asked for clarification on the inpatient versus outpatient.
David Ellis stated he totally agrees with a lot of things that have been said tonight. He said it is appalling

that a company that teaches people to be honest would come in the way they did. He said he is a
developer and he's had two people state they are no longer interested in purchasing the home he is
building. The use is not harmonious, and it is decreasing property values. He was adamantly opposed.
John, J.C., Olsen was sworn in by Staff and stated he is not within the radius to receive the notice, but
he has been paying attention. Mr. Olsen stated he and his wife are careful to research the properties

they purchase. He said all the citizens and all of those on the board would agree there is a need for the
services, but this is not the place. He said this is not the correct zoning for this. He said everyone would
admit that this Special Use Permit should be denied. He said we should stand together and fix these
other statues together to plan for the next 10 to 15 years.
Nancy Marshall asked if the Commission would like for her to read two public comments received into

the record as they did not make it into their packets. The Commission agreed.
Teresa Zepeda; 11 Pheasant Way, Jerome, lD; marked oppose the application:

From the stort MMR hos been non-compliont to the laws an regulotions (ex. Housing more thon 8
residents, lack of proper supervision, ...) The building needs modificotions t'or o populotion of more thon
8 residents (ex. Proper egress

from windows, sprinkler system, ...)The foct thot MMR has violote these
from the stort demonstrotes MMR's lock of responsibility to the well being of its residents ond
neighborhood. Further, MMR's coustic reply to the county indicotes their unwillingness to cooperote:
This leads me to the questions- who is going to monitor MMR to see thot they ore complying to the
promises they make in this speciol use opplicotion? Who is the wotchdog group thot MMR is
answeroble to? Toking the oforementioned into occount MMR hos NOT proved itself to be a compony
deserving of o speciol use permit. lvehemently oppose gronting such o permit.
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Jana Wanman;95 Sunnyside Dr., Jerome; marked oppose the application:

strongly oppose this speciol use permit for the following reosons: 7) As we hove olreody seen, the 7520 residents who began there created problems in the neor neighborhoods. There were thefts ond
I

trespossing thot wos reported- increosing the need for more police supervision. Fomilies hove felt tess
secure due to these occurrences. Moonlight Mountoin seems to be oble to hondle the I people well- no
odditionol issues recently. 2) Foot trot'fic- There is on increosed donger of pedestrions wolking on Golf

for the pedestrion ond the drivers. This road is not designed for foot troffic creoting
on extreme hozord. 3) Home property volues will be negotively ot't'ected due to this being o drug
rehobilitation. As o residentiol home, it is o t'obulous historicol osset. I om absolutely opposed. Thonk
Course Rood, both

you.

The Commission discussed recessing the hearing to a future date and agreed they would like to start
fresh with the Applicant's rebuttal.

M/S/C Brett Thompson made a motion to recess to November 7rh,2O2Z, at E:00 p.m. Trish Heath
seconded the motion. Motion carried unanimously.
The meeting was adjourned at 10:18.
Respectfully Submitted,

Kacie

Bu h

ler, Assistant Administrator

ATTESTED BY

Chairman
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